
Reading Skill: Variety 

Live like an Emperor! 

Do you have time to spare, require healing or need a place to socialise with friends? Then 

bathe in the natural thermal waters of the extravagant Roman bathsd. With exclusive 

features, such as our new hypocaust system – underfloor heating using the latest in hot-air 

technology – and a new range of perfumed oils for use in the caldarium, you can bathe 

and relax in style at one of Britain’s finest natural hot springs. Why not bathe in the warm 

waters of the tepidarium before plunging into the frigidarium’s cold bath to refresh your 

senses? 

For a limited time only, we have a buy one, get one free offer on strigils – scrape off the 

day to day dirt, grime and dead skin to your heart’s content! 

1. In which room can guests use perfumed oils? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. What do you think a ‘strigil’ is? Explain your answer.  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How do the pools in the tepidarium and frigidarium compare? 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4. Give one way that the author has tried to be persuasive. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

  



Maths Quiz 

What is 2798 rounded to the nearest Thousand? _____ 

What is the value of the underlined digit? 3291 

Put these numbers in ascending order (smallest first): 410, 104, 141, 440 

a.   

b.   

c.   

d.   

What is 100 less than two thousand, five hundred and forty-two? _____ 

What will the next two numbers be in the sequence? 125, 150, 175, ___, ____ 

What is 1426 – 315? ______ 

Find the inverse number statement for: 382 + 209 = 591 

Eggs are put into boxes of 6. If there are 24 eggs, how many boxes are needed? 

____ 

A rectangle has one side measuring 5cm and the adjacent side measures 2cm. 

What is the perimeter? ______ 

What is 
3

4
of £48? _____ 

Write an equivalent fraction to 
1

3
:  

  



Year 4 Spelling – Suffix spellings 

 

If you do not know the meaning of a word, then look it up 

in a dictionary and use it in a sentence. Then you can 

start using it in your writing! 

 

 
How 
many 

syllables? 
Syllable 1 Syllable 2 Syllable 3 

Check each syllable and 
read the word as a whole. 

e.g. favourite 3 fa vour ite 
 

favourite 

completely      

calmly      

eventually      

carefully      

quickly      

finally      

exactly      

flawlessly      

particularly      

specifically      


